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The NewStatesman (London) on 10 February 2015 published an article on the concept of 
the Anglosphere, introduced by the work of  James C. Bennett beginning in 1999, and 
especially in his book, The Anglosphere Challenge, Rowman & Littlefield, 2004. The 
NewStatesman article concludes:

“The Anglosphere is far from being just a quirky, nostalgic idea. It is at the heart 
of  a re-emerging political world-view.”

The meaning of  “Anglosphere” according to Bennett:

The Anglosphere is more than the sum of  all persons who have learned the English 
language. To be part of  the Anglosphere implies the sharing of  fundamental customs and 
values at the core of  English-speaking cultures: individualism; rule of  law; honoring of 
convenants; in general, the high-trust characteristics described by Francis Fukuyama in 
Trust: The Social Virtues and the Creation of  Prosperity; and the emphasis on freedom as a 
political and cultural value. The Anglosphere shares a narrative in which the Magna Carta, 
Bill of  Rights, trial by jury, “innocent until proven guilty,” “a man’s home is his castle,” and 
“a man’s word is his bond” are common themes. Two persons communicating in English 
but sharing the narrative and assumptions of  a different civilization are not necessarily a 
part of  the Anglosphere, unless their values have also been affected by the core values of 
English-speaking civilization. — The Anglosphere Challenge: Why the English-Speaking Nations 
Will Lead the Way in the Twenty-First Century, pp. 79-80

Explorers Foundation provided substantial financial support for the writing of  Bennett’s 
Anglosphere. We use the word, freeorder, to name what’s good for explorers, within each of 
us and among us. Our objective is to contribute to freeordering the world. We believe that by 
putting the concept of  the Anglosphere into circulation we have taken a step in that 
direction.

A portion of  our strategy:

   Identify obstacles to the emergence of freeorder
   Imagine those obstacles as problem valleys to be filled
   Go to high places and look for rocks to kick downhill
   Kick the right rocks and start avalanches

We seem to have done this by helping get the word Anglosphere into significant use.
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We seem to have done this by helping get the word Anglosphere into significant use.
Jim Bennett introduced us to the word in 1999.
He used the word in a talk at The Hudson Institute’s Thatcher Forum in 1999.
He introduced the word in print in a National Post article in January 2000.
We began providing financial support for Jim’s writing in 2004.
The Anglosphere Challenge was published in 2004.
We helped fund Jim’s trips to important conferences.
We supported Jim’s part of  the writing of America 3.0.
We have helped to fund the writing of  Jim’s next book.
An Audacious Union (on the future of  the Anglosphere) will be published this year.

That the kicked rock has created an avalanche is evident from the content and tone of  the 
NewStatesman article.

The concluding paragraph:

“The%Anglosphere%is%far%from%being%just%a%quirky,%nostalgic%idea.%It%is%at%the%
heart%of%a%re>emerging%political%world>view.%Understanding%its%power,%reach%
and%history%is%imperative%for%a%centre%left%that%needs%a%more%clearly%defined%
strategic%ambition%and%sense%of%political%direction%if%it%is%to%do%more%than%
survive%buffeting%by%the%storms.”% —NewStatesman (written from a centre left 
viewpoint)

The final three paragraphs: http://explorersfoundation.org/glyphery/549.html

The full article, and a pdf  file:

http://www.newstatesman.com/politics/2015/02/rise-anglosphere-how-right-dreamed-
new-conservative-world-order

2015-02-10
NewStates…osphere.pdf

—article from the NewStatesman

See also this long article, “Euroskepticism and the Anglosphere" published in “JCMS: 
Journal of  Common Market Studies,” Jan 2015:

http://explorersfoundation.org/glyphery/549.html
http://www.newstatesman.com/politics/2015/02/rise-anglosphere-how-right-dreamed-new-conservative-world-order


Europskeptics &
Anglosphere.pdf

—article from the Journal of  Common Market Studies

We invest in that part of  the currently irrelevant which we believe, in time, will become 
currently critical.

Leif  Smith
Explorers Foundation, Inc.
Denver, Colorado
303-778-0880 (main)
303-744-1855 (direct)
leifsmith@gmail.com
http://explorersfoundation.org/glyphery/549.html — final three paragraphs of  the 
NewStatesman article.
http://explorersfoundation.org/anglosphere.html — collection of  material related to the 
Anglosphere
http://explorersfoundation.org/freeorder.html — fundamental idea on which EF is 
based.
http://explorersfoundation.org
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